
PhD position - PEPR Origins

Image reconstruction in high-contrast polarimetric
imaging using data driven models

PhD supervision: The PhD involves collaboration betweenObservatoire de la Côte d’azur(OCA), École Normal Supérieur de Lyon (ENS) and Centre de Recherche Astrophysique deLyon (CRAL). OCA: André Ferrari (PhD supervisor), Simon Prunet (PhD co-supervisor). ENS:Nelly Pustelnik (co-supervisor), Julián Tachella (co-supervisor). CRAL: Maud Langlois (co-supervisor) and Eric Thiébaut (co-supervisor).
Key-words: Polarimetric imaging, inverse problems, algorithm unfolding, unsupervisedlearning, plug-and-play algorithms, rotation/scale invariant learning, circumstellar disksimaging
Descriptionof the subject: Polarimetric imaging is an effective technique for high-contrastimaging and characterization of circumstellar environments. The SPHERE IRDIS instrumentinstalled on the VLT in its DPI mode offers the capability to acquire polarimetric images athigh contrast and high angular resolution, but dedicated image processing is needed to re-move contamination from stellar light, instrumental polarization effects, and instrumentalpoint spread function blurring. In L. Denneulin PhD [1], an observationmodel for the differ-ential polarimetric imaging mode of SPHERE/IRDIS was derived. A reconstruction strategy(named Rhapsodie) was then proposed to deconvolve the near-infrared polarization sig-nal from circumstellar environments. Rhapsodie relies on variational techniques includingweighted data fidelity term, smooth penalization, and additional constraints.
In order to improve the reconstruction performance compared to Rhapsodie, three direc-tions will be explored in this PhD:

• First, unsupervised hyperparameter selection will be investigated in order to tune thehyperparameters involved in Rhapsodie tomake itmore easily applicable on real datareconstruction. For this purpose, techniques based on Stein Unbiased Risk Estimator(SURE) will be studied as a first step.
• Second, Plug&Play Priors (PnP) will be explored in order to provide better regulariza-tion and improve reconstruction performance. Such a technique allows us for thealternating minimization of a data-fidelity term to promote data consistency and im-posing a learned regularizer in the form of an image denoiser [2]. Additionally, un-folded deep architectures will be developed by unrolling Rhapsodie to design a deepneural networkwhose parameters are learned either in a supervised or unsupervisedway [3,5].
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• Third, the contribution of this work will focus on incorporating rotation and scaleequivariance constraints to the priors. The main objective of this task is to optimizeboth the deep neural network architecture and the parameters estimation step byfine tuning the training set [4,6].
Rhapsodie contains two alternatives: one combining linear direct model with epigraphicalconstraints and a second one relying on a nonlinear directmodel with positivity constraints.If the preliminary studies will focus on linear directmodel, its extension to non-linearmodelincluding the design of PnP-based approaches in this context will be investigated.
The candidate should hold aMaster degree in data processing or astrophysicswith a knowl-edge inmachine learning basics. Applicants should send a CV, a cover letter and a transcriptof records to André Ferrari andre.ferrari@univ-cotedazur.fr.
The successful candidate will join the SI team of J.-L. Lagrange laboratory at OCA whichgathers experts in data science, image processing and astrophysics. The successful candi-date will also undertake stays in the laboratories of the project’s partners, at École NormalSupérieur de Lyon (ENS) and Centre de Recherche Astrophysique de Lyon (CRAL).
Contacts: André Ferrari andre.ferrari@univ-cotedazur.frNelly Pustelnik nelly.pustelnik@ens-lyon.frMaud Langlois maud.langlois@univ-lyon1.fr
Deadline for applications: 31st May 2024
Start date: October 2024 or earlier if available. Contract duration: 3 years.
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